Creating stories to change the future 1
Secret conversation between India and Pakistan Think Tanks.
India: "Britain divided us. We want re-unification again. What can we do?”
Pakistan: “The outside world thinks that we are enemies. Even some of our own citizens do not see reunification as a goal.”
India: “Let us create some incident to arouse Nationalism.”
Pakistan: “Let us provoke China. But keep the incident small so as to arouse Nationalism but do not
invoke war.”
India: “Leave that to us.”
*Edited on Aug 26, 2017
At the end of the Second World War, many Nations were divided along the Capitalism and Communism
lines. India was a special case as it was divided along religion lines by the British. The West always
presumed such Divide and Rule tactics would work.
There is another mechanism at work on the minds of the Divided Nations. That mechanism is reunification. Most Chinese see Taiwan as part of China and look forward to eventual re-unification.
Germany was re-united peacefully.
Will India and Pakistan be peacefully united eventually? Globalization will eventually enable all Human
Beings to travel and work anywhere on Planet Earth. Re-unification will be a stepping stone. It is not a
dream.
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Secret conversation at an Indian Think Tank.
Person A: “It is decided to stimulate the Patriotism to unite the Nation – India, Pakistan and others
included. But do not cause harm to the economy.”
Person B: “Start a small border disturbance with China. Choose a place where we have military
superiority. Use no firearms. Control the situation with mobile phones all the time.”
Person C: “This is like the dispute of China and Japan over an uninhabited Island. Indians will be incited
to boycott Chinese goods. That will help the Indian manufacturers.”
Person A: “Will the Chinese over-react and shoot our soldiers?”
Person B: “China wants to promote itself as a great peaceful power with the OROB initiative. They will
restrain their soldiers. Their soldiers all have mobile phones.”

Person C: “China is likely to help Pakistan more. That is good for the final united India. It is like US
selling advanced military technology to Taiwan. Much of that information will be passed secretly to
China.”
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Secret conversation at a Chinese Think Tank.
Thinker A: “Indian soldiers crossed the Border trying to disrupt our building a road.”
Thinker B: “Use that as a way to deal with the pressure from USA. USA wants us to stop the nuclear
missile program in North Korea.
Thinker C: “It is impossible as North Korea is determined. Their scientists and engineers are smart. They
can achieve what we achieved over 50 years ago. We can tell the Americans that we are dealing with a
much more serious threat from a Nation with proven nuclear weapons.”
Thinker A: “Good idea. Will the Americans fall for it?”
Thinker B: “It does not matter. We just ask our soldiers to push and throw rocks. Make sure that they
do not fire the first shot. Time is on the side of North Korea. Once they have demonstrated that they
have the nuclear missile capability that can do harm to USA Cities, the only solution is sitting down at
the negotiating table.”
Thinker C: “Will the USA missile defense system be able to totally protect USA?”
Thinker A: “You said it. Totally.”
Thinker B: “It is much easier for the Politicians to sit down at the negotiation table. We can spread
information or rumors of what might happen if a nuclear missile make its way to Los Angeles.”
Thinker A: “We can rumor that North Korean Missiles have Flying Saucer Capabilities. They do not just
move in straight lines. It can be done with a small side-thrust engine.”
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Secret conversation at a Pakistan Think Tank.
Expert A: “The many OROB projects on the Pakistan side are moving along smoothly.”
Expert B: “China sees the Gwadar Port as a way to bypass the India Ocean. It is very different from
Singapore managing that Port.”
Expert A: “China sees Globalization as eventual peaceful exchange of goods and people. It claims not to
seek domination.”

Expert C: “The old Colonial Powers starting from Spain, Portugal, Britain, France, Germany etc. treated
the borders of the undeveloped Nations as lines that they could cross any time. They could occupy the
land and capture the humans as slaves any time. China will never be able to do that in the modern era.”
Expert D: “It is win-win for us. We just need to learn, master and improve the various technologies. Our
development will be faster with help. But we must not just depend on outside help. We must help
ourselves.”
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Secret conversation at an USA Think Tank.
Prof. A: “The Nuclear Missile Projects in North Korea are moving along faster than we estimated. In the
Middle East, we can ask Israel to bomb them.”
Prof. B: “If we bomb them ourselves, what would happen?”
Prof. C: “If we could not destroy their capability forever, there might be nuclear revenge.”
Prof. A: “The existing Nuclear Powers such as Russia, China, India, and Pakistan will double their efforts
in building and perfecting their nuclear arsenal. If we destroy North Korea totally, one or more of our
allies might be destroyed totally. It would be worse than the Cold War.”
Prof. B: “Does that mean we have to accept North Korea as a Nuclear Weapon Nation similar to India
and Pakistan? Would that encourage other Nations to go nuclear?”
Prof. C: “Technology cannot be bottled up. It is a matter of time. We may have to consider the Chinese
Approach – help all Nations rich, win-win, plan, work and enjoy the fruits together.”
Prof. A: “We may have to consider the two camp competition approach. When all Nations get rich, the
temptation of destroying others will disappear.”
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Secret conversation at a Chinese Think Tank.
Thinker A: “We are helping to setup many Special Economic Zones in various Nations. Some of them are
not moving along as fast as we hoped. What should be in a Special Economic Zone?”
Thinker B: “Read the reply 126 post in this thread.”
Thinker C: “Treat it as third class. Improve it to second and first class.”
Thinker A: “Circulate it as widely as possible. It will change the World.”

Thinker B: “USA and allies thought that they could hold their dominance forever. They thought the Poor
and Developing Nations would never catch up. They could incite border disputes and regional wars.
They could use financial weapons and corruption to destroy Nations or set them backwards.”
Thinker C: “That worked for a long time. But the rise of many Asian Nations including China and India
gave the Poor and Developing Nations hope. It is better to believe in One Belt One Road and see the
Infrastructures built. It is better to draft and implement the Five Year Plans. The alternative is to pray
and hope for a better life in Heaven.”
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Conversation of Politicians in Hong Kong
Politician A: “The Democratic Party staple saga turned Hong Kong into a laughing stock of the World.”
Politician B: “We can change the situation with some successful events.”
Politician C: “How about implementing Super Democracy? We understand the theory. We can set up
Structured Internet Forums. The Hong Kong Citizens are highly educated. They can catch on the idea
quickly.”
Politician A: “How would the Powers Behind react?”
Politician B: “What do you mean?”
Politician A: “One Power is Beijing. Just mentioning the word – democracy – will cause objections.”
Politician B: “Tell the World that the present Democracy is Stupid. Beijing will be happy to hear that.”
Politician C: “Following that with a thorough discussion of Super Democracy – Structured Internet
Forums, Qualifying Candidates, experimental votes to replace or supplement Public Opinion Polls,
thorough display of reasoning and logic, speed of passing and implementing of policies, success
examples to show the World.”
Politician A: “Who will lead?”
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Conversation of Budding Politicians in China
Thinker A: “China now have this Ph.D. program for CEOs. The qualification is managing a Company of
over 1,000 persons with an annual revenue of over 1 billion RMB. The time frame is 5 years. Students
present a paper every month and spend 3 days a month in Beijing. Each class will not be more than 50
students.”

Thinker B: “This is not the average Ph.D. program. It aims to train the future leaders of China. The CEOs
will become the top Think Tanks of China.”
Thinker C: “What kind of papers will these students write?”
Thinker A: “All kinds of economic and political topics including current events. Some examples include
the future of OROB, Implementing OROB in Gwadar, Implementing OROB in Africa, RMB as a Settlement
and Reserve Currency, the impact of the two child policy, taking advantage of the Political Situation in
Philippines, etc.”
Thinker B: “The students in this program will present at least 50 papers and get exposed to papers from
50 others. They can use their own staff to help them. They already have vast management and financial
experience. Most of them should be in their Thirties or Forties. They are being gloomed to be the
future leaders of China.”
Thinker C: “These highly qualified individuals are expected to be much better than the Representatives
voted via Stupid Democracy.”
Thinker B: “There will be accusation of China ruled by elite. But I believe it is better than USA electing
Donald Trump.”
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Conversation of Economists in India
Person A: “Is India on the right economic path? The GDP growth is over seven percent. Infrastructures
are being built. The living standard of the citizens is improving. What else can be done better?”
Person B: “Set up Special Economic Zones to try out Super Democracy, Cashless Society, Robots to
achieve high efficiency, Traffic Jam Free Cities, Internet Conferences, Life-long Education, Green Energy
Industries and other Innovative ideas.”
Person C: “Should India be content to grow at the present rate? The thin-air money is already being
spent wisely on Infrastructures. India may not be capturing the Headlines as China. But our growth is
fast and well controlled. Our youngsters see hope and prosperity. They know that if they work hard,
they will have a better future than their parents.”
Person A: “I want to focus more on Thin-air Money. Is it really true that we can pump out thin-air
money to develop our Infrastructures without bad side-effects?”
Person B: “I was educated in Britain with the old school of economics. Adam Smith concepts were
Gospels. It took me a long time to accept that Capital is not a scarce resource. I believed a Nation
should function like an Individual – work hard and accumulate wealth. Money must be earned and not
printed.”
Person C: “I still remember the many nights we argued and yelled at each other. Fortunately, in our
hearts, we knew that we are trying to introduce the best for India. So far, we have not borrowed much

from World Bank or IMF. We have not gotten huge Foreign Investment. But our Infrastructures are
popping up everywhere.”
Person A: “Some Western Economists told me that we must pay back the thin-air money. If we do not
pay, our future generations must pay. Are they right?”
Person C: “They are wrong. We shall leave Infrastructures, knowledge and security for our children. We
shall not leave debts for them to repay. We never need to borrow from World Bank, IMF, or AIIB. We
borrow from our own State Banks. They need to master and control the science of thin-air money
creation and removal. Capitalism is dead. It is a thing of the past.”
Person B: “For a Nation, it is no longer – who has the gold rules. The infinite Gold Mine is behind the
Nation. It is a matter of translating this Gold into Meaningful Economic Activities to benefit the
Citizens.”
Person C: “If we spend 100 billion to build a road, we can add 100 billion to our assets. We always have
a balanced budget. Make sure that we have the technology, technology and technology.”
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Conversation of Economists in Japan
A: “We are getting old. Are you happy with the present situation in Japan?”
B: “My grandchildren do not want to have children or get married. They no longer see a glorious Japan.”
A: “That glorious dream ended us in Wars and Nuclear Dusts. We were fooled to believe that we were
born superior. It is just a matter of technology, technology and technology.”
C: “Now China, India and many other Countries are mastering technology. They have a larger
population. It is natural for them to have a larger economy. But per capital wise, we are still far ahead.
Our children are enjoying a very comfortable standard of living. What is the point of glory?”
B: “Should we compete with China and launch our own version of One Belt One Road?”
C: “No. What is the point of Dominance? If a Nation wants High Speed Trains, it can approach us,
France, Germany or China. We should not artificially lower our prices to compete with China. Sooner or
later, the Eagle and the Dragon will compete for Dominance. We should stay out. We must not let
another nuclear bomb dropping on our soil.”
B: “When we have over-capacity, we just close down the factories. Our citizens are still fully employed.
They can switch jobs easily. We have plenty of savings to enjoy the rest of our lives. Our Social Service
Benefits are among the best in the World.”
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Conversation of Friends and Relatives from Singapore
Friend A: “I am surprised that you live in such a dirty place of Wan Chai. It is supposed to been one of
the richest districts in Hong Kong.”
Tseung: “Even after the British left, Hong Kong still held on the philosophy of minimum Government
Intervention. There was little long term planning. It is all panic mode reaction management. The
Housing situation is a typical example.” Creating stories to change the future 10
Friend B: “Do you think Hong Kong will learn from Singapore?”
Tseung: “Some retired Government Officials told me that the so called Central Planning Unit is being reorganized. That Central Planning Unit was never functional as most Officials believed in Market Forces
and minimum intervention.”
Friend A: “Singapore got its independence from Britain in the 1960s. It immediately re-examined
everything the British left behind. State Capitalism effectively started in Singapore. The Government
stepped in to help the Private Sector right from the beginning. We never leave everything to Market
Forces.”
Friend C: “Hong Kong never had a leader like Lee Kuan Yew. A good leader can make a big difference.”
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Conversation between old classmates
Classmate A: “According to your posts, almost any Nation can become developed. It is just a matter of
mastering technology, technology and technology.”
Tseung: “Correct. If Nation A does not have iron ore but has technology, it can approach Nation B with
iron ore and trade. The trade can be helping Nation B to build a Bridge. It may even help Nation B to
setup a steel mill. India is a good example of Nation A. Its Information Technology allows it to cover
almost every Industry.”
Classmate B: “Technology is important. But happiness is important too. The mind needs amusement
and relaxation.”
Classmate A: “That is why movies and games are popular. In the MTR in Hong Kong, half of the riders
are staring at their mobile phones at any time.”
Classmate C: “In our old age, I prefer a glass of good wine than technology. Let the youngster shine. We
have done our part.”
Tseung: “Well said. Our School mates cover every profession including scientists, engineers, bankers,
artists, politicians, factory owners and workers, retail, entertainment and medical professions. Every

sweat and every seemingly little achievement added together help to produce a prosperous Hong Kong
and China.”
Classmate D: “We are lucky that we do not experience wars. Peace allowed us to contribute. If Nations
now go for win-win, plan, work and enjoy the fruits together, our children will enjoy an even more
prosperous life.”
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